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Phenomenal variability and introspective reliability∗ Jakob Hohwy



Abstract: There is surprising evidence that introspection of our phenomenal states varies greatly between individuals and within the same individual over time. This puts pressure on the notion that introspection gives reliable access to our own phenomenology: introspective unreliability would explain the variability, while assuming that the underlying phenomenology is stable. I appeal to a body of neurocomputational, Bayesian theory and neuroimaging findings to provide an alternative explanation of the evidence: though some limited testing conditions can cause introspection to be unreliable, mostly, it is our phenomenology itself that is variable. With this account of phenomenal variability, the occurrence of the surprising evidence can be explained while generally retaining introspective reliability.
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1. Introduction



Introspection provides much of the fuel for philosophy of mind and arguably forms the starting point for much of the science of consciousness. Though few now hold that introspection offers infallible access to our mental states, it is not uncommon to hold that we have some kind of privileged or special access to our own minds. Studies in social and cognitive psychology (as reviewed in, e.g., Wilson, 2004) present strong evidence that we often do not know why we believe what we believe and why we act the way we act. So optimism about our introspective access to the true causes of our beliefs, desires, decision-making and behaviour is not particularly viable. It is not so common to see challenges to our privileged introspective access to current phenomenal states such as our emotions, bodily sensations, imaginings and visual perception. It seems a commonsense intuition that we have intimate and reliable introspective access to these states. This intuition is widespread even if controversial in philosophy (see, e.g., Jack and Roepstorff, 2003; 2004), and a major philosophical task is to explain why introspection seems reliable and special. In the light of this focus on introspection of phenomenal states, it is surprising that there is a large body of psychological evidence showing that introspection is in fact riddled with uncertainty and is highly variable within and between individuals. My objective here is to interpret and explain this surprising evidence. Psychology has long been aware of this evidence of introspective variability. It fuelled the behaviourist reaction to introspectionism: how could introspection be a worthy tool in psychology when the introspectionist labs elicited such wildly different introspective reports? When behaviourism dissipated, introspectionism was still too tainted to have a revival, and an area like consciousness science is still sometimes frowned upon due to its inherent reliance on introspection. Philosophy jumped on the behaviourist bandwagon for a while (Ryle, 1949), eventually leaving it, together with everyone else, for functionalism and cognitive science. In recent decades
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there has been a philosophical reappraisal of the evidence of introspective variability. Daniel Dennett made the observation that ‘normal perceivers express such surprise when their attention is drawn to facts about the low resolution (and loss of color vision, etc.) of their visual peripheries.’ (Dennett, 2002, p. 16) and used this in debates of the incorrigibility of introspection as well as in his explanation of consciousness (Dennett, 1991). More recently still, Eric Schwitzgebel has used the variability to motivate a sustained and compelling pessimistic challenge to the reliability of phenomenal introspection (a core example is Schwitzgebel, 2008 discussed below). Charles Siewert (2007) appeals to more careful introspection and analysis of introspective contexts in a defence of reliability in the face of introspective disputes. Tim Bayne and Maja Spener (In print) enter this debate with a limited defence of introspection in the face of the variability evidence: ‘there is a range of introspective judgments whose trustworthiness is not threatened by sceptical worries generated from introspective disagreement’. The central question in these debates concerns the evidence of variability and uncertainty of our own introspection and in others’ introspective reports. Why does this surprising evidence occur and how should we interpret it? What is it about the cognitive mechanisms subserving phenomenal states and introspection that produces this evidence of introspective variability? I shall use recent theories and findings in cognitive and computational neuroscience to explain the evidence. On my account, what explains the variability in introspective reports is either variability in the underlying phenomenal states themselves or it is introspective sampling in suboptimal conditions. Introspection can then be accepted as, in the right conditions, reliable but about a rather variable subject matter. Underlying this discussion is an interest in the very nature of conscious experience. Are phenomenal states relatively stable and constant over time or are they fluctuating and dynamic? Are we passive possessors or active users of phenomenal states? Does introspection leave phenomenal states as they are or does it interfere with phenomenality itself? I develop a conception of
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phenomenality as dynamic, variable and sensitive to both environmental change and introspective probing.



2. Variability in introspection



John B.Watson was scathing in his attack on introspection. For Watson, a prime example of introspectionist psychology’s failure was the variability in introspective reports. Psychology, as it is generally thought of, has something esoteric in its methods. If you fail to reproduce my findings, it is not due to some fault in your apparatus or in the control of your stimulus, but it is due to the fact that your introspection is untrained […] If you can't observe 3-9 states of clearness in attention, your introspection is poor. If, on the other hand, a feeling seems reasonably clear to you, your introspection is again faulty. You are seeing too much. Feelings are never clear. While it is admitted that every growing science is full of unanswered questions, surely only those who are wedded to the system as we now have it, who have fought and suffered for it, can confidently believe that there will ever be any greater uniformity than there is now in the answers we have to [questions about the attributes of sensation as revealed in introspection]. I firmly believe that two hundred years from now, unless the introspective method is discarded, psychology will still be divided on the question […] (Watson, 1913, p. 163-4). Nearly one hundred years later, much has changed in both psychology and philosophy, but the issue about the variability of introspection and how we should explain it is still with us, though in a more nuanced and I think interesting form. There are many examples of varying introspection in philosophy, ranging from discussion of the representational aspects of perceptual experience, to the phenomenal character of thought, to the richness or austerity of stream of consciousness (see, e.g., Bayne and Spener, In print). A very vivid recent focus on introspective variability is found in a number of Schwitzgebel’s writings and I will use his examples to focus the discussion. He relies on
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a review of a large body of psychological literature and, more specifically, variability in the kinds of answers we actually come up with when asked a series of probing questions about introspection in different phenomenal domains. For Schwitzgebel, the variability suggests a profound scepticism about introspective reliability. Concerning types of emotional experience, Schwitzgebel asks, for example, whether the phenomenology associated with any particular type of emotion varies widely from occasion to occasion or whether individual emotions tend to have consistent phenomenal cores? If phenomenal introspection were reliable, then this should not be very hard to answer. But, and I agree, it is hard to answer this question. Schwitzgebel says ‘in the case of emotion the very phenomenology itself— the ‘qualitative’ character of our consciousness—is not entirely evident’ (2008,250). For particular instances of emotional experience, the questions probing introspection are: ‘Is it completely obvious to you what the character of that experience is? Does introspection reveal it to you as clearly as visual observation reveals the presence of the text before your eyes? Can you discern its gross and fine features through introspection as easily and confidently as you can, through vision, discern the gross and fine features of nearby external objects?’ (2008, 251). The best way to feel the force of these questions is to play along and earnestly try to answer them for a particular emotional state that you are in or that you remember. Schwitzgebel has no intuition of stability and certainty in his attempted answers. Neither do I. For introspection of imagery, there is a similar suite of questions. Thus, imagine the front of your house, then in ‘calm circumstances of quiet attention’ (2002a, 38) answer these questions: ‘How much of the scene are you able vividly to visualize at once? Can you keep the image of your chimney vividly in mind at the same time you vividly imagine (or ‘image’) your front door? Or does the image of your chimney fade as your attention shifts to the door? If there is a focal part of your image, how much detail does it have? How stable is it? Supposing that you are not able to image the entire front of your house with equal clarity at once, does your image gradually fade away toward the periphery, or does it do so abruptly?’ (2002a, 38-9). Also, though there is some
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evidence for variability in imagery (subjects rate very differently on visual imagery questionnaires), it is argued that this is more likely evidence for the unreliability of introspection than for reliably introspected but variable imagery since it fails to translate to variation in cognitive tasks (such as mental rotation) that would naturally be supposed to recruit imagery (2002a, Section III). For visual phenomenology, Schwitzgebel has a slightly different approach. He focuses on the fact that we ordinarily take much of our visual field to be simultaneously clear and stable. The problem is that calm and attentive introspection in ‘favorable circumstances of extended reflection’ (2008, 259) also tells us that the parts of visual phenomenology are not simultaneously clear and stable: if we attend away from fixation, the target of attention seems very unclear and unstable (2008, p. 255-6). So introspection cannot settle the disagreement about whether visual phenomenology is simultaneously clear and stable or not, which suggests unreliability. For introspection of pain, Schwitzgebel is a little less doubtful. We are presumably rarely wholly wrong about whether we are in pain or not but we can be uncertain about what introspection delivers about the finer characteristics about any given pain. Furthermore, in psychosomatic pain he argues that it is possible that there is genuine judgement that there is pain even if there is no pain (2008, p. 260). On the basis of this, Schwitzgebel himself proposes a profoundly pessimistic conclusion about phenomenal introspection ‘The introspection of current conscious experience, far from being secure, nearly infallible, is faulty, untrustworthy, and misleading—not just possibly mistaken, but massively and pervasively’ (2008, p. 259; see also p. 247, and p. 246 for a more nuanced view). Whereas I am not sure the unreliability need be so radical, the variability does invite the spectre of some degree of introspective unreliability. I provide an alternative explanation.



3. The evidence, the arguments, and how to respond
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There is much to be said about these explorations of phenomenal introspection in different domains, and about how they compare to each other. To begin, I wish to set aside many of the initial reactions one may have, and I shall assume throughout that Watson, Dennett, Siewert, Schwitzgebel, Bayne and Spener, and others draw our attention to some genuine, surprising evidence concerning the variability of introspection. The evidence can be summarised like this: everyday or ‘naïve’ introspection tells us that our phenomenology is stable and certain but, surprisingly, calm and attentive introspection tells us that our phenomenology is not stable and certain, rather it is variable and uncertain. It is variable and uncertain in the intrapersonal sense that over time a subject in roughly the same conditions will have greatly varying introspection. And it is variable and uncertain in the interpersonal sense that different subjects in roughly the same conditions will issue greatly varying introspective reports. The occurrence of this evidence needs to be explained. Unreliability is one explanation. I favour other explanations. The outcome matters deeply for how we understand the nature of our phenomenal life. A first sketch of an argument to introspective unreliability could be this Argument from Careful Introspection: AI1 Naïve introspection tells us that our phenomenology is stable and certain. AI2 Calm and attentive introspection tells us that our phenomenology is not stable and certain, rather it is variable and uncertain. So, naïve introspection is not reliable. The details of this argument can be filled out in different ways and some objections immediately arise. First, this argument appears to be self-undermining because one cannot rely on introspection to show that introspection is unreliable. This can be met by noticing that the introspective evidence in AI2 is acquired in somehow more optimal (i.e., calm and attentive) conditions (Siewert, 2007 discusses and further develops this broad kind of line). A premise to this effect would need independent, non-introspective support (see also Schwitzgebel, 2002a, p. 39); specifically, such a
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premise may also need to address the worry that such introspection in fact is suboptimal and itself creates the appearance of unreliability. Second, one can object that in so far as the introspective evidence in AI1 and AI2 shows anything it is that people, quite independently of any introspection, should be expected to have phenomenal variability but that this is consistent with the reliability of introspection. To me, this is a very promising possible explanation. In response to such immediate objections, we have what I call the Argument from Variability: AV1 There is evidence of introspective variability across conditions and across subjects [cf. AI1 & AI2] AV2 Introspective variability across conditions and subjects is best explained by introspection’s being unreliable. So, by inference to the best explanation, introspection is unreliable. I believe this comes close to the core argument for introspective unreliability, and it is the argument I will focus on.1 Schwitzgebel drives this kind of pessimistic conclusion by an analogy to other sensory modalities and human attributes – what we see, hear or feel and how we look – where it is unlikely that there are such great intra- and interpersonal disparities (2008, 256, p. 263-4). This line of reasoning is not conclusive since it appeals to a hard-to-substantiate inductive inference from the 1



The Argument from Careful Introspection is meant to combine a number of strands in the



pessimists’ armoury of arguments. Thus it is a generalised case of many of the specific examples suggestive of introspective error where naïve introspection is challenged by more careful introspection. I don’t here explicitly set out a further strand, namely that careful introspection induces a sense of doubt about its most basic aspects; I think the main parts of this strand are captured in the Argument from Variability, and the arguments I present below address the issue of doubt too. There are many more detailed steps in these various arguments where one might object, many of which Schwitzgebel (2008) responds to convincingly. Thanks to Eric Schwitzgebel for discussion. 8



variability observed in other areas. The intuitive idea is however appealing: if a set of measurements of some natural property in stable conditions shows extreme variability, then it is reasonable to assume that something is wrong with the measurement apparatus rather than that the natural property fluctuates wildly. At the very least a special case must be made to argue instead for variability in the natural property instantiations. I’ll consider how this might be done for our case of introspection and phenomenality. When I presented the two arguments I hinted at two alternative types of explanation of the evidence: [A] Rather than introspection being unreliable it is the phenomenology itself that is variable. I shall argue this for perceptual inference in general and for emotion and bodily sensation in particular. [B] The conditions for careful and attentive introspective testing are in fact suboptimal such that these conditions induce either (i) limited unreliable introspection or (ii) variable phenomenology; I shall argue this for visual phenomenology and for imagery, respectively. These are clearly general ways to explain the evidence and avoid the pessimistic conclusion (see also Bayne and Spener (In print), who develop a suite of type [B](i) responses). The crucial issue is how to work out the details of these broad strategies. The challenge is to explain the occurrence of the evidence rather than denying it. This challenge cannot be met by again appealing to introspection. Such an appeal would result in more introspective evidence, which itself would add to the introspective variability we are trying to explain in the first place. Also, there can be no appeal to a priori, arm chair, conceptualisations of introspection as guaranteed to be reliable because the evidence is itself a challenge to such a priori conceptualisations. 2 Instead, [A]- and [B]-type explanations of the evidence should be based on general cognitive and computational theories, incorporating relevant neurobiological findings. If such theories and findings yield a perspective on introspection and phenomenology that explains the 2



Schwitzgebel also has a reasonable response to this type of objection (2008: 262). 9



surprising evidence, and that is consistent with reliability of introspection, then we can compare explanations on independent grounds. There is a further constraint on a satisfactory explanation of the surprising evidence. It is not enough to explain why the evidence occurs, the fact that it seems to be surprising evidence must also be explained. We do not seem to expect introspective uncertainty and variability so an explanation that entails that introspection was always experienced as uncertain and variable is not satisfactory. Accordingly, here I appeal to computational, Bayesian theory and to neurobiological findings that explain the evidence of variability and uncertainty, and explain why it is surprising evidence, while supporting the notion that introspection is, in the right kind of conditions, reliable.



4. Introducing a common framework of perception as unconscious predictive inference based on generative models



The case for thesis [A], and to some extent [B], will rely on a particular theoretical framework for perception, which is gaining prominence in computational neuroscience. I sketch that framework in this Section, and then develop the cases for [A] and [B](i-ii) in Sections 5-7. The best way to motivate the framework begins with considering in causal terms how the brain perceives the world around it. Things in the environment are causes that effect changes in our brains. Those effects constitute our sensory input. To perceive the world, the brain must figure out what the causes of the sensory input are. This is computationally intractable because it requires inferring from effects and back to causes. Given the complexity of the natural world, any number of causes could cause any particular sensory input, and similarly, the same cause could give rise to many different sensory inputs (e.g., interaction effects among objects cause variability such as seen in the many different ways different objects can be partially occluded by other objects).
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One elegant solution to this ‘inverse problem’ relies on a broadly Bayesian notion of internal generative models (Mumford, 1992; Friston and Stephan, 2007; Friston, 2008; Friston, 2009). Such models are internal representations of causes in the world and they can be used to generate predictions about what the next sensory input should be, if a given model is indeed the correct one. Rather than trying to reason backwards from the effect to the cause, the system makes an assumption about the cause by favouring the model with the highest prior probability and then it predicts the effect on that basis. If the prediction is correct the model is supported, if not then the model parameters must be updated or another model chosen. Perception is then driven by the models that best predict the sensory input at any given time. For example, on being presented with some object, say, a bicycle, one can predict how the sensory input will change as one moves around it, on the assumption that it is indeed a bicycle. If one assumed instead that it was a cardboard poster of a bicycle, then different predictions would be made. If the predictions come out true, then the model that generated it is strengthened. Which model is favoured initially depends on the distribution of prior probabilities; for example, if your context were a conference full of cardboard posters, and not the Tour de France, then the cardboard model would have a probabilistic advantage. This framework then has the potential to evade the inverse problem and explain the brain’s ability to perceive the world. If we allow that phenomenology is determined in some way by what the brain perceives, then what you consciously perceive is (at least in part) what you currently best predict. These probabilistic inferences themselves are seen as unconscious, so conscious perception is viewed as the upshot of unconscious inference. (Note that this is not a theory of consciousness at all, it provides no answer to the question why this kind of Bayesian inference should be associated with phenomenality). It is important to appreciate that this is a theory of perception, not just of conceptual or semantic elaborations of perception. It is not that we have a certain coherent perceptual experience that we through Bayesian inference get to label ‘bicycle’, say. The very perceptual experience itself is driven by the unconscious inference, building up hierarchically from
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the lowest sensory attributes, governed by causal regularities at very fast time scales, to the highest, governed by regularities at much slow time scales (Friston, 2008). The overall processing aim of the brain, on this framework, is to minimise surprise, conceptualised as the discrepancy between the internal model that codifies what you expect and the actual input. If the right model has been prioritised and it is updated in the right way, then its predictions will minimise the hitherto discrepant or unexplained part of the incoming sensory input – it will minimise prediction error (down to expected levels of noise). If there is indeed a bicycle in front of me, and my expectation is that it will look in a certain way as I move around it, then I will not be surprised as I move around it. Learning is then viewed as the continual updating of internal model parameters on the basis of degree of predictive success: models are updated until they can predict enough of the signal. The system is hierarchical, it spans causal interaction at a number of different time-frames (in the visual case, presumably as processing moves forwards from the visual cortex, see Kiebel, Daunizeau et al., 2008), and priors are extracted from higher levels in the cortical hierarchy (Friston, 2005a). There is much to say about this general Bayesian framework, about its further properties, its computational principles and psychophysical implications, and the many initial questions one may have about it (Friston, 2009; 2010). Some topics will be discussed below but, for now, I endorse this framework: it is well-developed in computational neuroscience, evidence is beginning to come in that the brain in fact implements it, neuroscience research centres are beginning to focus on it, many of the pertinent questions about it can be answered, and it is in many ways psychologically and philosophically very appealing (Gregory, 1980; Hatfield, 2002; Murray, Kersten et al., 2002; Muckli, Kohler et al., 2005; Yuille and Kersten, 2006; Friston and Stephan, 2007; Frith, 2007; Hohwy, 2007a; Kveraga, Ghuman et al., 2007; Hohwy, Roepstorff, Friston, 2008; Summerfield and Koechlin, 2008; George and Hawkins, 2009; den Ouden, Daunizeau, et al., 2010; Alink, Schwiedrzik, 2010; Hesselmann, Sadaghiani, et al., 2010). If, as I shall argue, it can account for the surprising introspective evidence, then this is further reason to believe it. Extending the framework
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to perceptual phenomenology and defending it in this abductive way is part of my underlying agenda in this paper.



5. Thesis [A], reliable introspection of a rather variable subject matter



The Argument from Variability can be met by the claim that it is the phenomenology itself that is variable, not the introspection that is unreliable.3 As mentioned in Section 3, though this is a valid strategy, it cannot itself be based on additional introspective evidence, which would just add to the evidence of introspective variability we are trying to explain. Instead, it must be based on an independent, non-special-pleading approach to introspection and phenomenology. This is what I seek to develop in this section. On the basis of the framework based on the notion of generative models, I first make a case for phenomenal variability in general, and then specifically for variability in emotions and bodily sensations. On this framework, the brain’s processing aim is to minimise discrepancy between its models’ predictions about sensory input and the actual sensory input – to minimise prediction error. If the discrepancy cannot be sufficiently minimised with the predictions of the current model, then the model parameters are revised. Prediction error minimisation and model revision has as a consequence that the input to the system continually changes, that is, there is variability in the prediction error landscape on which perceptual inference is based. This may happen in three ways. (1) In so far as predictions are successful they cancel out, attenuate, the predicted input, letting only the remaining unpredicted input ascend as an error signal in the system; hence the prediction error landscape differs before and after each predictive inference. (2) Prediction depends on the perceiver’s agency (eye movement or bodily movement, for example) and on movement in the world (regularities amongst causes) and models have parameters to predict what will happen to sensory input given agency and movement (Friston and Stephan, 2007; Friston, Daunizeau et al., 3



Schwitzgebel is aware of this type of objection and responds to it in various ways (2008: 264). 13



2010). The upshot is that as one engages in perceptual inference, the input will change. Agencydriven changes to sensory input happen as the perceiver moves relative to the causes in the world (e.g., walking around a mountain or scanning it visually) but also as the causes themselves change as a consequence of agency (e.g., eating something to test for taste). (3) The framework based on generative models may account for attention as well as perception. Friston rejects the Jamesian notion that attention is ‘taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form…’ and proposes that ‘attention is simply the process of optimising precision during hierarchical [perceptual] inference. […] Attention might not be the “selection” of sensory channels but an emergent property of “prediction”; where high-precision prediction-errors enjoy greater gain’ (Friston, 2009, p. 299). The upshot is that whereas attention does not lead to revision of model parameters it does change the prediction error landscape by making estimates more accurate and by controlling the relative influence of predictions. On this computational framework there are thus at least three sources of variability in the input on which perceptual inference is based: attenuation through inference, change through agency and movement, and precisification and gain through attention. If the brain is this kind of inferencemachine, then it is a fundamental expectation that there is variability in the phenomenology engendered by perceptual inferences, and to which introspection in turn has access. This holds for all domains of perceptual inference and thus provides an explanation of the variability in introspective reports. During sustained introspective attention and between repeated introspective events, the sensory input (the prediction error) must change, and this gives rise to changing or different introspected phenomenal states. The proposal is that since we should expect phenomenal variability we should expect introspective variability. The proposal is independent of how introspection in fact accesses phenomenality except for the assumption that introspection happens simultaneously with, or perhaps sometimes triggers, the perceptual inference generating the phenomenal state. This seems warranted since the discussion is about introspection of current phenomenology, and since
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invitations to introspect do cause us to engage in new perceptual inference (e.g, ‘fixate at the centre of the book but attend to the edges’). The proposal seems consistent with there being a diverse set of processes underpinning introspection in various domains, and it should be able to accompany either the view that introspection yields perceptual awareness of the target phenomenal states or the view that it produces mere judgments about those states (these kinds of issues are discussed in, e.g., Hill, 2009, Ch. 8).4 This kind of explanation seems very attractive in general. I now turn to develop it in some more detail for the specific domain of emotions and bodily sensations. To do this, I shall make an assumption about this computational framework, which looms large in related areas of cognitive science but is as yet less well-explored within the framework itself (see Hohwy, 2007a; Kiebel, Daunizeau et al., 2008). The assumption is that we need internal models, and this kind of Bayesian inference, not only in order to experience states of affairs in the environment but also to experience emotions and bodily sensations. So I want to treat the experience of emotions and bodily sensations as the upshot of unconscious inferences about the causes impinging on the parts of our sensory system that are sensitive to arousal and input concerning the physiological state of the body. On this view, unexpected changes in arousal and bodily state create discrepancy with existing generative models of emotions and bodily sensations, and different revisions of the model are then explored in
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Another tier can potentially be added to this account, directed specifically at the cognitive



mechanisms underpinning introspection itself. If introspection is itself a type of internal predictive inference taking phenomenal states as input, then introspective inference would be subject to the similar types of prediction error dynamics as perceptual inference itself. In this way introspective inference about phenomenality would add variability to the already variable phenomenality. This sketch of an approach to introspection is attractive because it treats introspection as also a type of unconscious inference; however, it remains to be seen if it can be worked out in satisfactory detail and I do not here want to defend introspection by subscribing to a particular theory about it. 15



an attempt to minimise the discrepancy. For example, on this view, thirst is felt when the current model’s thirst parameter is tested and revised to explain away some kind of unexpected arousal. There are a number of reasons for making this assumption about the framework. First, just as it is adaptive for us to represent the outer world correctly, it is adaptive for us to represent causes of arousal and bodily state correctly (e.g., to avoid wasting time seeking mates when what we need is water); and as we have seen inference on the basis of generative models is a good solution to such representational requirements in general. Second, it makes nice sense of the role of expectations for bodily sensation, for example, when one expects a painful stimulus an innocuous stimulus can be felt briefly as painful, and unexpected painful stimulus is felt as more painful than similar but expected stimuli (Brown, Seymour et al., 2008). Third, this kind of framework works nicely for some sensations, such as ticklishness (Blakemore, Wolpert et al., 1998) and heat sensations (VanDoorn, Richardson et al., 2006), and their pathologies, such as the feeling of control during bodily movement and delusions of alien control (Frith, Blakemore et al., 2000; Hohwy and Rosenberg, 2005), and holds promise, I believe, for explaining schizophrenic symptoms such as made emotions, thought insertion and hallucinations (Friston, 2005b; Fletcher and Frith, 2009). Finally, there is reason to believe that reward processing, which is a central factor in this domain, has a distinct predictive element (Schultz, Dayan et al., 1997). Indeed, when the generative models approach is applied to emotion in this way it emerges as a potential computational backdrop for an influential family of interoceptive and appraisal theories of emotions according to which emotions emerge from unconscious evaluations of arousal and bodily states, informed by interpretations of context (James, 1894; Schacter and Singer, 1962; Mandler, 1999; Scherer, 1999; Wiens, 2005; Craig, 2002; 2009; Singer, Critchley et al., 2009). On this assumption, perceptual inference about emotions and sensations will be subject to all three sources of prediction error variability set out above. (1) Perceptual inference in this domain will attenuate arousal and bodily state input and so change the target for the next inference. There seems to be some independent support for this broad kind of view, as there is for example ‘evidence
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for a network in which higher regions attenuate emotional responses at the most fundamental levels in the brain and suggest a neural basis for modulating emotional experience through interpretation and labelling’ (Hariri, Bookheimer et al., 2000). (2) Variability may be strongly driven by agencydriven input change: the attributes of arousal states are difficult to explore in the same way as one can explore the attributes of ordinary three-dimensional objects such as bicycles and mountains. For example, there is no clear analogy for emotions and sensation of ‘seeing a bicycle from a different perspective’. So, plausibly, exploration happens by interfering directly with the cause of the input. A speculative example: that you are thirsty may have a high prior probability as an explanation of some type of heightened arousal and this can be tested by drinking water, which itself causes changes in the arousal level. (3) Attention to an emotional state or a bodily sensation will tend to make certain model parameters more accurate and so change the emotional or sensory state itself and its weighting in subsequent inference. A speculative example: the sense of control you have in bodily movement, and its role in subsequent reasoning, may be modulated by attending to it; if attention fails to have the expected role it may lead to delusions (Hohwy and Rosenberg, 2005). The resulting suggestion is that the very having of emotion and bodily sensation engenders phenomenal variability. If the basic phenomenology is variable in this way then the introspection, which tracks the phenomenology, will be variable too. This will hold particularly for sustained and repeated unconscious inferences. This speaks to the kind of introspective context Schwitzgebel and other introspective pessimists set up with the barrage of questions directed at emotional experience because, on the computational framework I have endorsed, answering such questions seems to involve sustained and repeated attempts at unconscious inference. Given this kind of phenomenal variability, there is no need to invoke introspective unreliability. The evidence of variability that the unreliability thesis was supposed to explain has already been explained away by phenomenal variability. On this view, normal experience of emotion and bodily sensation comes out as variable so now it needs to be explained why the evidence of variability seems surprising. Variability is
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exacerbated on repeated introspective inferences, so some of the surprise is easy to explain, assuming that people do not engage frequently in this kind of persistent introspection. In addition, some of the surprise could be a kind of illusion. It is not that we normally experience great phenomenal stability and therefore become surprised when we find that emotion and sensation in fact vary a lot. It is rather that the actual variability is not salient to us because unconscious inference normally goes smoothly. Stability issues arise in the rarer cases when arousal cannot be attenuated via unconscious inference – when the supposed thirst does not go away on drinking water. So our internal models may lack parameters for emotional stability at longer time scales simply because short time scale predictions normally take good care of most unconscious inference in this domain. When sustained and repeated introspective efforts make us notice the longer time scale variability we are surprised but not because the evidence conflicts with existing model parameters. Rather, the surprise is there because we did not beforehand have firm expectations about such variability one way or the other.5 This [A]-type response does not yet make sense of the uncertainty we may feel in answering the probing introspective questions (see Schwitzgebel, 2008, p. 265). Notice, first, that the framework does not guarantee certainty: the quality of our perceptual inferences depends on the generative models from which we start, relative to expected levels of uncertainty (i.e., a model may be good even if imprecise, if the domain of inference is expected to be very noisy, and vice versa). Within such a framework, circumstances of calm and attentive introspection may create a spurious expectation of low introspective uncertainty, which the actual levels of noise defy. Second, introspection of this calm and attentive type often involves comparisons between repeated attempts at getting at the emotion or sensation and this may increase the feeling of uncertainty because the emotions and sensations tend to change for every inference. Thus the subject may asks herself ‘is this really what I experience, a moment ago it seemed to be something else?’ This will tend to drive down prior probabilities for the model at hand and thus induce uncertainty. Third, presumably 5



This addresses one of Schwitzgebel’s objection against [A]-type responses (2008: 265). 18



perceptual inference about emotions and bodily sensations is normally most pertinent when there is actually salient discrepancy between expectations and input. The questions probe our emotions and sensations in calm and attentive moments when, we may presume, there is little such actual discrepancy. This means that these introspective efforts can feel off-key because perceptual inferences are essentially attempts to minimise discrepancy and so performance will be poor when there is little actual discrepancy to minimise. In other words, uncertainty about what the unconscious inference is supposed to achieve is natural when the prediction error is already close to expected levels of noise. This delivers on independent grounds thesis [A]: considerable and seemingly surprising variability of phenomenology itself, leaving introspection as plausibly reliable. This was developed in general terms for perception in general and in more detail for emotion and bodily sensation.



6. Thesis [B](i), introspection of visual phenomenology in calm and attentive conditions is suboptimal



The [A]-type response to the pessimistic challenge applies to all perceptual domains but is particularly attractive for emotions and sensations. Arousal levels and input concerning the physiological state of the body do seem particularly apt for modulation through predictive inference, and more so than the normal external causes of, for example, visual input. It is therefore desirable to provide further explanation of introspective variability for visual phenomenology. The framework based on the notion of generative models, together with some recent neuroimaging findings, can motivate the [B](i) thesis about introspection of visual phenomenology. The first issue to confront is the fundamental one of how an invitation to introspect should be interpreted in the domain of visual phenomenology. I myself have no unequivocal intuitions about this, and many philosophers are uncertain too, as evidenced in the debate about the transparency of experience, or ‘diaphanousness’ (Moore, 1903, p. 450; Harman, 1990, p. 39): if it is
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tempting to think that introspection is nothing but some sort of attention to the attributes of the perceived causes, then isn’t introspection really nothing but attentive perception? I discern two different interpretations of an invitation to introspect. The first one is tied to this diaphanousness intuition and I’ll set it aside to begin with, and the second one tries to ‘go inside’. On the first sense, ‘please introspect’ means something like ‘how certain are you about your perceptual inference about the outer world you are trying to perceive? – try again, look closer’. I think this is a kind of introspection because the subject is required to assess uncertainty, which is plausibly an introspective issue (for example, the engaging of introspection while viewing a stationary single point of light in a dark room while primed with uncertainty about its movement, as in Sherif, 1935). I’ll set aside this notion of introspection for now, save to say that it does predict some changeability, given that repeated perceptual inference may often conditionalise on a wider context and more evidence and so change the verdict about posterior probabilities. This is consistent with reliability because all it says is that introspection in this sense is context-dependent (Lewis, 1996; I apply context-dependence specifically to self-knowledge in Hohwy, 2002). On the second sense, ‘please introspect’ means something like ‘disengage from your perceptual inference about the outer world; focus on the “subjective” aspect of the visual experience’. I believe we need something like this to capture the intuitive notion of inwardness that mostly goes with the notion of introspection (thus Schwitzgebel’s notion seems similar when he says, for example, ‘I judge that I’m having the visual phenomenology, the “inward experience,” of redness’; 2008, p. 252). I now develop a case that accepting this second kind of invitation creates sub-optimal conditions for introspection of visual phenomenology. This will also help explain why we may expect introspection of visual phenomenology to be certain and stable, and why this expectation is thwarted when we try in calm and attentive conditions. Agency should not, of course, be conceived just as a tool for perceptual inference in and of itself. We act on the world to change it to fit our desires and preferences, so we can conceive of
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agency as attempts to change the world in order to make it fit models that predict reward. This is different from perception, which we can conceive as attempts to update the models to make them fit the world. This is clearly an important part of our cognitive system, without this link to preferences, predicted reward, and decision-making we wouldn’t have much use for our ability to represent the world. It will be quite important to keep these processes separate. If I am trying to find out how things really are, my predictive inference must happen on the basis of models of the world, not of how I would like the world to be. While trying to find out what I want the world to be like I should not be limited to its actual state. This predicts that the brain, which implements all this, will have two sub-systems that to some degree work separately. Something like this is arguably found in recent neuroimaging. During self-related tasks, neural activity is observed in a certain network of brain areas including posterior cingulate cortex, lateral and medial temporal lobe, posterior inferior parietal cortex, and medial prefrontal cortex. Such self-related tasks include stimulus-independent thought, daydreaming and mind-wandering, self-referential tasks, self-centered moral dilemmas, autobiographical memory, envisioning one’s future, theory of mind tasks, considering people like yourself. Activity in this network is at baseline during rest (i.e., lying still with eyes open or closed). During attention-demanding tasks and tasks directed at external goals (such as complicated fingertapping) there is deactivation in these areas, and more activity in an attention network involving dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, superior parietal lobule, frontal eye field, and middle temporal motion complex. These networks are correlated within themselves, as measured by low frequency oscillations, anti-correlated among each other, and there seems to be a seesaw pattern of activity between these two networks such that when one is activating the other tends to deactivate (Raichle, 2001; Fox, Snyder et al., 2005; Goldberg, Harel et al., 2006; Buckner, Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008; Harrison, Pujol et al., 2008; Kelly, Uddin et al., 2008; Fox, Zhang et al, 2009). The self-related network is not deactivated during rest, between tasks, so was dubbed ‘the default mode’ network by Marcus Raichle who first drew attention to it. There is much discussion
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about the best interpretation of this network and its relation to the self. As I said, distinct networks of these types are to be expected on a Bayesian framework based on generative models (the link between prediction error minimisation and default mode is mooted in Hohwy, 2007b, and argued explicitly by Carhart-Harris and Friston (2010) in their free energy re-intepretation of Freud). What is important here is that this idea fits reasonably well with a prominent cognitive psychology interpretation: One possibility is that the default network directly supports internal mentation that is largely detached from the external world. Within this possibility, the default network plays a role in constructing dynamic mental simulations based on personal past experiences such as used during remembering, thinking about the future, and generally when imagining alternative perspectives and scenarios to the present (Buckner, Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008, p. 18). In terms of Bayesian generative models this proposal says that the default network aids in investigating (i.e., modelling) how the world would change, were I to intervene in certain ways on it and in particular how these changes in the world would fit with my preferences, that is, with the models of the world that I do not wish to revise. Notice that the function of the default mode network is to support ‘internal mentation that is largely detached from the external world’. This is conveniently close to the second interpretation of ‘introspect visual phenomenology please’, which was ‘disengage from your perceptual inference about the world; focus on the “subjective” aspect of the experience’. It is close enough, I suggest, that an invitation to introspect naturally can be taken as an invitation to engage in world-detached internal mentation, which happens to be sustained by the default network. But unreliability of introspection is now predicted, if the invitation is to introspect your current perceptual inference about the outer world. For then it is a call for an internal mentation style inference together with an external perception style inference. This seems like sub-optimal conditions for the exercise of the type of introspection we thought we should engage in. If the introspection is really of the external perceptual inference, then the introspection-relevant internal
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mentation network will remain relatively deactivated and anti-correlated, and introspection should be sub-optimal. If the internal mentation network is after all activated, then the perceptual state it is supposed to be about will likely be weakened because its network is deactivated; this again would make introspection of the current outer world inference sub-optimal. In either case, ‘introspect current visual phenomenology please’ under the second interpretation of ‘introspect’ seems likely to be suboptimal.6 This kind of problem will not afflict introspection about emotions and bodily sensation (or the account given hereof in the previous Section) because those kinds of experiences are central to the hypothesised purpose of the default mode network. The network is supposed to function precisely by engaging in introspective gauging of emotional and reward-based responses to imagined situations, and to my knowledge interoceptive networks essential for arousal processing (involving for example insula, Craig, 2002; 2009) are not anticorrelated with the default mode network. Activity in the default mode network thus seems well positioned to occur with introspection of emotion and sensation. This yields [B](i) for introspection of current visual phenomenology: testing conditions are often suboptimal and this is connected with a quite intense sense of bewilderment about what introspection actually is supposed to be in this domain. It does not follow from being untrustworthy in suboptimal conditions that introspection in more optimal conditions is untrustworthy too. So it is possible that, for example, non-current, remembered visual phenomenology can be reliably introspected. This does not yet explain the sense of surprise at the uncertainty people report when they introspect current visual phenomenology. I think we may expect certainty because non-current 6



There is some similarity here to Comte’s widely discussed observation, made on what seems like



logical grounds, that concurrent introspection requires an impossible division of attention (for review, see Schwitzgebel 2010). My point differs because it is driven by empirical findings (thanks to a reviewer for pointing to this debate). 23



visual phenomenology as encoded in episodic memory can be introspected with a great deal of certainty and stability, namely in the kind of imagery that is recruited for the purposes of inner mentation. Imagery, based on episodic memory, delivers the optimal conditions for introspection of (non-current) visual phenomenology. I discuss this in the next section because it needs to be dealt with together with the specific challenge to the reliability of imagery introspection. But clearly, if one is used to certainty and stability in imagery that draws on episodic memory, then it is not unreasonable to expect it in introspection of the source of much episodic memory too, namely in current visual phenomenology. There is a limited admission of guilt here. A case is made that introspection, in the second sense and in this domain of current visual phenomenology is unreliable. But the guilt can be contained: it is flanked by reliable introspection in the first sense and by reliable imagery. However, what I have said so far does not engage directly the prime challenge, namely the surprising lack of simultaneous phenomenology in one’s visual field as one attends away from fixation (as noted by Dennett and emphasised by Schwitzgebel). The reason I have not engaged this is that it seems more relevant to introspection in the first sense than in the second sense. The same kind of surprise is elicited if there is no talk of introspection but instead just talk of perception, as in an invitation to ‘perceive what is attended to away from fixation’. A more general story, not specific to introspection, is therefore needed to meet this part of the challenge. There is evidence that unusual relations between stimulus and eye movements create suboptimal conditions for our perceptual inferences. For example, if a stimulus is projected to the eye such that it is retinally stabilised – that is, it moves with the eye’s movements – then it cannot be explored very much and it fades from consciousness in a few seconds (Martinez-Conde, Macknik et al., 2004). Similarly, objects away from fixation fade away from consciousness in a few seconds (this is the well-known Troxler effect). Both cases make good sense on the present Bayesian framework since retinal stabilisation undermines our ability to test predictions, and fixation plausibly impedes normal testing of predictions for stimulus attributes in other parts of the
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visual field. Such conditions therefore seem to interfere with how perceptual inference depends on actually testing the predictions. It seems likely that when we attend away from fixation there is a similar kind of interference with perceptual inference: under those conditions testing of predictions is hindered and attention may fail to make model parameters more accurate. For example, eye movements may be stultified when we attempt to have normal eye-movement while attending away from what our eyes fix on. This is a testable claim: analysis of saccades and eye scan paths should be able to tell whether the attend-away-from-fixation conditions produce different eye-movement than normal attend-at-fixation viewing conditions (see also Melloni, Schwiedrzik et al., 2009). If they do, then perceptual inference may be undermined and this could explain the lack of simultaneous clarity in the visual field under these conditions. This should make us expect the kind of evidence that the challenge draws on: great uncertainty about content attended to away from fixation (there is also evidence that in some conditions, such as during motion induced blindness, attention in fact impairs visual acuity away from fixation, see Carter, Luedeman et al., 2008). Again, since our fixation is not normally static we rarely experience this kind of fading and uncertainty so we are surprised when it occurs in static fixation conditions. As it stands this line of reasoning could point to introspective unreliability in these limited conditions, that is, a [B]i type explanation. However, I do find it attractive to run this line of reasoning as a [B]ii type explanation of the variability evidence: the phenomenology itself varies in these introspective conditions (this is suggested by the case of retinally stabilised images). I now turn to a [B]ii explanation for a different domain of mental states, imagery.



7. Thesis [B](ii), imagery is very variable when tested in calm and attentive conditions, because such conditions are underconstrained



It goes with [B] as stated so far that activity in the default mode network in some way contributes to optimal conditions for a notion of introspection. It may be that our primary experience with
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introspection, and our strong confidence in it (and hence the surprise when it is challenged), stems from such internal mentation. If we can understand what internal mentation is, and what its function is, then we may be able to appreciate how it may be linked to our notion of introspection. Given that internal mentation is intimately related to imagery, this will also deal with pessimism about the reliability of imagery. I think the best interpretation of the default network is that it contributes to remembering, to envisioning one’s future and to conceiving the mental states of others. In particular, it does this by engaging episodic memory systems to construct simulations or models that detach from the actual environment and allow us to project into the past, the future or take up other individuals’ perspective. The default network is thus for ‘mental time travel’ (MTT) and for ‘mentalising’ (Suddendorf and Corballis, 2007; Buckner, Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008). Why do we engage in such simulations? One suggestion, which sits nicely with the views presented so far, is that it aids decision-making at different time scales. Envisioning the future is an exercise in asking oneself ‘what would I feel if I were to do this, and what if I did that instead?’; remembering often has to do with learning from past mistakes, learning what one should have done to avoid feelings of regret or to repeat success (‘why did I feel bad about that situation?’); mentalising is about asking oneself what mental states would lead to a certain kind of observed behaviour. These are all tasks that seem closely related to what we would normally consider introspective efforts: they turn on running different imaginative simulations and exploring them in order to find out how it engenders different types of behaviours and affect. Because it is world-detached, simulation in and of itself is under-constrained. As Schacter, Addis et al. put it: We view simulation as a goal-directed process that involves more than simple imagery. People generate simulations with a view toward addressing a current or future problem (2008, 42). and
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Simulation of an event is a relatively unconstrained task that places many demands on executive functions, including devising strategies to aid specification of effective cues, determining whether the simulated event meets the search criteria (e.g., a specific, plausible event), and inhibiting output which does not meet these criteria (ibid, 2008, p. 49). That is, MTT and mentalising depend on changing the parameters of the imagined situation in various specific ways, depending on the decision-making purpose at hand. This can now be used to explain variability in introspected imagery (set out in Section 2, see also Schwitzgebel, 2002a). Our notion of internal mentation predicts that in the absence of specific goal parameters for simulations there will be much phenomenal variability because in such conditions subjects must themselves make up the purposes for which they imagine things, or engage in ‘simple’ free-wheeling imagery. For example, there is an indefinite number of purposes for which you can imagine the front of your house (walking up to it, standing close by, assessing its shape, its prettiness, flying around it, how the postman sees it, smelling it, repairing it, buying it, selling it etc), each of these purposes will constrain the imagery, and thus the introspected phenomenology, in different ways. This means that subjects probably do have variable phenomenology, and introspectively report so reliably. This leads to a prediction. The kind of uncertainty and surprise that is apparent in the evidence for variability in imagery introspection will diminish if the questions are asked for imagery as used in episodic simulation of events under realistic conditions, that is, if people are introspecting their imagery for a specific goal-directed purpose (such as planning how to solve a particular personal problem, or redressing an earlier mistake). This will be closer to optimal conditions for introspection of imagery, including of (non-current) visual phenomenology. There is a concomitant neuroimaging result to this. A recent study (Spreng, Stevens et al., 2010) shows that goal-directed cognition activates the default mode network differentially: goal directed internal mentation engages the default mode network coupled with the frontoparietal control network (which is a third network) and this activity is anticorrelated with goal-directed external cognition
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that engages the dorsal attention network coupled with the same frontoparietal control network. Hence the unconstrained kind of introspection, which engenders variability, should be marked by relative absence of frontoparietal control network activation. This view of internal mentation also, I believe, goes some way towards explaining variable levels of reported details in imagery (cf. Schwitzgebel (2002a) who refers to the very varied reports of detail in applications of the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire and in Francis Galton’s large collection of introspective reports collected in the 1870s). On the one hand, it is necessary to imagine small detail when contrasting this simulation with that, but, on the other hand, I only have to imagine the detail that is making a difference and its immediate causal context, I don’t have to imagine the whole scenery in full detail. The level of detail that is reported thus depends on the context, that is, on the purpose of the current MTT exercise. For example, the smile rather than vague frown from the famous professor on the back row is the detail that makes all the difference in how I simulate her mental states and how I shall remember that last talk, and how I plan the delivery of jokes when I envision my next talk. This again fits nicely with Schacter et al. who support Schooler and Anderson’s argument that ‘memory is adapted to retain information that is most likely to be needed in the environment in which it operates. Because we do not often need to remember all the exact details of our experiences, an adapted system would not automatically preserve all such details.’ (Schacter, Addis et al., 2008, 48).7 7



There is some empirical evidence concerning the level of details in MTT too. D’Argembeau and



van der Linden (2006) showed that imagery of one’s possible future has less detail than imagery of the past and that ‘individuals with a higher capacity for visual imagery experienced more visual and other sensory details’ during MTT (2006: 342, also 348). This provides a counterpoint to Schwitzgebel’s observation that capacity for imagery does not correlate well with performance on tasks thought to engage imagery, such as mental rotation. Related evidence comes from psychopathology, where people with depersonalisation disorder and depressive mood score lower on imagery ratings (Lambert, Senior et al. 2001) and whose MTT is overgeneral and thus less useful 28



Now the surprise at the evidence of uncertainty and variability in imagery can also be explained. If we normally engage in imagery as a part of goal-directed MTT and mentalising, then our experience would be more stable, because tied to particular parameters. There would be the expected level of detail for the purpose at hand, and we would be in control of the imagery because we decide on the goal parameters, which would lead to a sense of certainty.



8. Discussion



Surprisingly, there is much evidence that introspection is uncertain and variable. One possible explanation of the occurrence of this evidence is that introspection gives us unreliable access to our otherwise stable phenomenology. This is a very pessimistic hypothesis about introspection but it is a fairly strong explanation of the evidence nonetheless. An alternative explanation is that the phenomenology itself is variable and uncertain, either chronically or in certain conditions. A further alternative hypothesis is that introspection is unreliable but only in certain suboptimal conditions. These are more optimistic hypotheses about introspection and by appealing to a reasonably cohesive body of computational theory and neuroimaging findings I have argued that they are powerful explanations of the evidence. Global unreliability of introspection is, I think, a somewhat less good explanation of the evidence than my explanation in terms of variability of phenomenology and unreliability in some testing conditions. (1) As they stand, the variability/limited unreliability hypothesis draws on a wider range of evidence including neurocomputation and neuroimaging. Such integration is normally considered a best-maker for explanation. (2) The unreliability hypothesis is driven either for decision-making (Buckner, Andrews-Hanna et al. 2008). Though this by no means explains away the considerable amount of evidence for variability in imagery it does suggest that it will be fruitful to approach this variability specifically through the notions of MTT and default mode (plus frontoparietal control) networks. 29



by the Argument from Careful Introspection or the Argument from Variability. Neither of these argument strategies are optimal. The Argument from Careful Introspection either depends on introspection to defeat introspection, or it must provide an introspection-independent case for a distinction between normal and calm and attentive conditions that can evade this self-undermining aspect. The Argument from Variability does integrate well with one prior belief, namely that extensive variability is uncommon in other natural domains so would be unlikely in the case of phenomenology. This belief is clearly defeasible, given a good explanation of the variability – and the case would be much strengthened by an independent account of the way in which the supposedly unreliable measuring instrument (introspection) is the cause of the variable measurements. Moreover, I have argued that some of the variability is a product not of generally poor introspection but of limited, suboptimal measuring conditions. For these reasons it seems reasonable to consider the variability/limited reliability hypothesis a better explanation of the variability evidence. The account I have presented naturally has some caveats. (1) The defence of introspection is not so strong that introspection comes out as very much better or much less fallible than sensory perception. (2) Our notion of introspection is fractionate (Prinz, 2004) so I do not claim that there is introspective reliability on every conceivable sense of ‘introspection’. (3) I don’t endorse any specific theory of introspection itself, but I think my account is consistent with the notion that a number of different mechanisms underpin a number of different domains of introspection (see also Hill, 2009, Ch. 8). (4) The account is silent on another important domain of introspection, namely introspection of the phenomenology of thought. There is much discussion of this, both contemporary (Schwitzgebel, 2008, Section vii; Bayne & Spener, In press) and going back to the introspectionists. I will very briefly suggest why my account is silent on this topic. The cognitive and computational neuroscience of thought is as yet a very underdeveloped area of research. Therefore it is difficult to appeal to scientific theory in this area in an attempt to explain the introspective variability. This does not entail a good explanation will never be found. So pessimism
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about introspection of thought might be the best current explanation but, possibly, only because there are no particularly good alternative explanations yet. As noted at the start, there is a pleasing historical aspect to this approach to introspection. Something like the Argument from Variability must have been behind the behaviourist attacks on the variability that was writ large in the seemingly massive discrepancies between different introspectionist labs, such as those of Wundt and Titchener, in the early 20th Century (Watson, 1913). Behaviourism would have seemed inviting in the light of such variability from the supposedly best labs at the time: it explains away the variability by essentially reconceptualising the very notion of a mental state. Titchener, in his (1914) reply to Watson (1913) partly explains the variability with an appeal to the fledgling stage of introspectionism and suggests it will be overcome with the development of more fine-tuned experiments. If the account offered here is right, however, then a good response to the inter-lab variability would have been to look for differences in the methods for eliciting introspective reports in the different labs. The introspectionists were not wildly off track, they just didn’t realise the full extent of the context-dependent fluctuations in their phenomenal subject matter. Stepping back a little, consider why this kind of account can illuminate the nature of introspection and phenomenology. If perception is tied to internal generative models, then it is indirect in the sense that what we perceive is what we currently best predict. There is guidance from the causes in the world only via unconscious inferential relations that allow us to update the models. Moreover, perceptual inference is highly context-dependent in the sense that prior expectations on many time-orders and of varying causal depth determine what we perceive in concert with how we process prediction error (this overall picture of the mind is nicely set out in Frith, 2007). This combination of internal models and prior-driven perception makes it easier to achieve phenomenological variability and introspective reliability. If there is much prior-driven modulation of perceptual inference, then variability is to be expected. If perception is internal and indirect, then it is not hard to conceive a very tight relation between perceptual inference and introspection, for
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example in the shape of introspection as off-line simulation of perceptual inference, attention to perceptual inference or as repeated perceptual inference.
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